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Subject: RE: inves*ga*ng the causes of malocclusion
Date: Thursday, 11 March 2010 at 13:26:55 Greenwich Mean Time
From: Mike Mew
To: Nigel.Harradine@bristol.ac.uk, Ljoffeorth@aol.com, Alison.Murray@sdah-tr.trent.nhs.uk, 'Tidy

David'
CC: sadaPhan86@hotmail.com, AliMurray@aol.com, ann.wright@bos.org.uk,

d.e.j.b@b*nternet.com, helennewbrook@b*nternet.com, pearsonkj@aol.com,
pjmcc@talktalk.net, S.Cunningham@eastman.ucl.ac.uk, sadaPhan86@hotmail.co.uk,
tracyposner@posi*vecomm.com, tony-ireland@LineOne.net, 'Shah Hemendra', 'Knight Helen'

Dear Nigel

Thank you very much for your prompt response to my last email. I do believe that you are a sincere man who is
ac*ng in what you feel are the best interests of the profession. Your reputa*on precedes you as a fair and
balanced individual who is knowledgeable in orthodon*cs. Given this, how is it that we see things from
fundamentally differing points of view?

I must reflect on one statement about the Manchester mee*ng because you state “that you are perhaps unlikely
to accept this as the truth it certainly is “. This must be something that you hold a certain and definite view point
where I would like to disagree.
The mee*ng was held on 12 July 2002. Richard Dean, Francois Rossouw and my Father were encouraged to make
any piece of research that they could gather together in 6 months. Dad showed the facial changes in a cohort of
32 cases less than a year into treatment (which usually lasts 4 years minimum), Richard showed a dozen palates
with an increase of 20% in surface area and Francois made a study on the length of mandibles before and ader
treatment. None of these could be considered to be more than pilot studies, two on retrospec*ve material, all
without controls that did not really reflect their ideas or concepts.

Interspaced between their presenta*ons were other lectures. One discussing the validity of different types of
research, where it was stated that meta-analysis was the highest level of research and case studies the lowest,
concluding that the small uncontrolled (especially retrospec*ve) research in clinical prac*ce usually suffers from
a bias that is greater than the sta*s*cal significance shown. And another by Bill Shaw telling how history was
lifered with ideas and concepts that made great sense (ie. Orthotropics) but fell under evidence based scien*fic
rigour. These ideas survived due to the placebo effect and a few random miraculous results. He gave the example
of a surgical procedure where the anterior intercostals arteries were cut in the thought that this would shut
blood to the heart. He described some very brave surgeons who performed placebo opera*ons, opening people’s
chests without cuing these arteries, to find no sta*s*cal differences. Considering the day was en*tled “Growth
Symposium”, why were these presenta*ons that were not related to growth included, especially considering the
very limited *me given to discuss the three differing concepts held by the three different speakers? (I do not
think that you are aware that there is almost as big a gap between them and us as you and us).

My Father did have one and a half hours to present his research project, however due to some technical
difficul*es he started late and was able only to spend about 20min outlining the technique of Orthotropics. He
stated that ver*cal growing cases were hard to treat and horizontal growing (favourable) cases were easy to treat
and Orthotropics was essen*ally a technique aimed at conver*ng the growth pafern. In your mail you stated
that “your father was again given a completely clear run to again expound his views. He spoke for one and a half
hours”. As I clearly stated in the Black Swan “For a theory to be tested it must be presented in its en*rety. The
en*re subject of orthodon*cs could not be subjected to an inves*ga*on at one lecture and neither could an
alterna*ve philosophy.” Only a full inves*ga*on followed by construc*ve two way cri*cism will test an argument.
A 20min sound bite is not really relevant. You could not clearly refute the cri*cism that you do not know and
don’t want to know.

Sorry to push this issue but many people do consider that this event was a Kangaroo Court while you obviously
don’t, and I bring it up just to illustrate the gulf between how we see things and how points of view may differ.
We did take the opportunity of videoing the day and can find you a copy. If not would you concede that it can be
very difficult to be en*rely objec*ve and that is why we need open science?
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very difficult to be en*rely objec*ve and that is why we need open science?

Thank you very much for your sugges*on of some research. I could not agree more that some research needs to
be done in this area. I would suggest using a 3D facial camera and some form of bite force/distribu*on gauge to
analyse a control group and a group treated with Orthotropics prospec*vely over a long period of growth. At the
same *me a group under conven*onal orthodon*c treatment would be analysed in the same way. The aim
would be to analyse whether Orthotropics and or Orthodon*cs was able to affect the pafern of facial growth.
Modern 3D facial cameras are quick and easy to use and give no ionising radia*on, so frequent images could be
taken to build a pafern. It would be especially useful if a pre-treatment period of growth could be tracked. For
Orthotropic treatment an experimental period from 7 *ll 15 would seem appropriate and controls could be
sought from local private schools. Obviously this would be a lengthy study but that would be necessary to study
growth.  I have been looking at this already but this equipment is so expensive.

It would amaze me if any Orthodon*st would consider trea*ng pts using Orthotropics, it is difficult, *me
consuming and takes years to get a result. Without great pa*ent commitment it is a waste of *me and the
approach is counter intui*ve to an Orthodon*st who aims to align teeth in the belief that it is gene*c in origin. I
doubt that the younger genera*ons of orthodon*st would be any more interested in prac*cing Orthotropics than
the previous or even Harry Orton (His “Elsa” appliance is an almost carbon copy of the original st1 Biobloc and
the MOA a close copy of the original st3, and was forced to give an acknowledgement of this), and there would
be lifle point in me talking to them. Also I do not really believe that Orthotropics is a very good answer to the
problem. But it does address the most likely causes, and it is important to see if it can be made to be more
effec*ve.

A discussion between our treatment concepts is very difficult as we are talking totally different languages since
our conceptual founda*on stones are different. I’m a fully qualified orthodon*st and orthotropist, I can see that a
discussion of treatments will be fu*le un*l we understand the founda*on stones upon which each other’s
theories are based. I know yours but you do not know those of orthotropics, we must start here.

Consequently my correspondence with you has focused on one thing, that you did not bring up in your mail, a
discussion on the ae*ology of malocclusion. If we don’t know what causes something then it is essen*al that we
find out.  It would be unethical to perform any more research in this area or even to delay such a debate, when it
is possible to prove right now with good quality published research. If we knew what caused it then we could
work on ways to cure (I don’t consider anything requiring permanent reten*on a cure) or even prevent it.

The scien*fic method is unparalleled in its ability to find the truth but it is based on a willingness to review and
correct errors, and to accept challenges to what is already known. By avoiding ra*onal debate you are stopping
science. With so much unknown we should start with the cause, so far you have declined entering a debate or
assis*ng me in star*ng such a debate on this. You state that I “could approach the Conference and Mee*ngs
commifee with a proposal to give a further presenta*on on your fathers ideas” however as I discuss I do not
think that this would achieve much, only a debate on the ae*ology will make any headway, will you change your
mind on this?

I look forward to hearing back from you on whether you would want to further this or any other research ideas
and whether you will enter a debate on the ae*ology of malocclusion. Do excuse the length of my response and
its delay, much has been happening in my life.

Best wishes.

Mike

-----Original Message-----
From: Nigel.Harradine@bristol.ac.uk [mailto:Nigel.Harradine@bristol.ac.uk]
Sent: 02 March 2010 14:03
To: Mike Mew; Ljoffeorth@aol.com; Alison.Murray@sdah-tr.trent.nhs.uk; 'Tidy David'
Cc: sadaPhan86@hotmail.com; AliMurray@aol.com; ann.wright@bos.org.uk; d.e.j.b@b*nternet.com;
helennewbrook@b*nternet.com; pearsonkj@aol.com; pjmcc@talktalk.net; S.Cunningham@eastman.ucl.ac.uk;
sadaPhan86@hotmail.co.uk; tracyposner@posi*vecomm.com; tony-ireland@LineOne.net; Shah Hemendra;
Knight Helen
Subject: inves*ga*ng the causes of malocclusion
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Subject: inves*ga*ng the causes of malocclusion

Dear Mike,

I feel I fully understand the origins of your feelings and your e mail.

I would also gently point out that my personal experience of these issues
in rela*on to your father and his ideas goes much further back than your
own, star*ng with a lot of contact when i worked with with Harry Orton in
the 1970s. It is per*nent from all that *me ago that Harry was very
sympathe*c to new and different ideas and to your father personally, but
he was quite clear that orthotropics as a concept or as a prac*cal tool
was not supported by anything he saw from your fathers cases or anything he
wished to incorporate into his prac*ce or to recommend to anyone else. If
you knew Harry, this was a significant personal opinion in this context. I
am sorry if that seems an unkind thing to report at this stage. I men*on
this only to point out that the poten*al for your fathers ideas to catch
on has existed for several decades and has fallen on poten*ally very
sympathe*c ears including my own, but has yet to gain any appreciable
acceptance and this explains why it has yet to afract afen*on as a
hypothesis suitable for tes*ng.

Also, you are perhaps unlikely to accept this as the truth it certainly is,
but i was there at what you describe as the "public hanging" in Manchester
all those years ago and for the record, your father was again given a
completely clear run to again expound his views. He spoke for an hour and a
half. He received no hos*le or rude ques*ons and none of the other talks
on that day poured any scorn on what he had said. If your father believes
that he has a close rela*onship with myself, then that should inform your
view of my remarks and my truthful recollec*on of many past occasions.

Research is indeed difficult. I appreciate that "one small prac*ce with
less than 30 referrals per year" is not in a good posi*on to inves*gate
any issue. I am personally very open to the idea that research into the
causes of malocclusion is a worthy endeavour. Could you briefly outline how
one aspect of your fathers ideas might be inves*gated?

On the subject of good ways to air ideas, you could approach the Conference
and Mee*ngs commifee with a proposal to give a further presenta*on on
your fathers ideas. many of the younger genera*on will indeed not have
heard them at any length.

I would gently but firmly refute the idea that ader all this *me, your
fathers ideas has been blocked. Why would someone block them? What mo*ve
would there be for wilfully repressing something that seems poten*ally
very valuable? Your father is known to be charming and persuasive, so why
has this set of ideas been unable to take root? Many other new ideas have
been adopted and tested, even some which are associated with some
poten*ally unlikely hypotheses. Nobody that i know has spoken of the need
to "hold down the lid" or try to stop anything. The only ac*vity which has
met with disapproval is the hos*le asser*ons in the lay media about
alleged damage caused by every body else's treatments.

yours

Nigel Harradine

--On 02 March 2010 10:32 +0000 Mike Mew <mikemew@gmail.com> wrote:

mailto:mikemew@gmail.com
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Dear BOS

I think you are aware of our concerns on the following issues

1)      We need a full, fair and free debate on the ae*ology of
malocclusion, star*ng with a debate (by free we mean open).

2)      The public should receive fully informed consent, being told
about any alternates that they might want to know, especially prior to
surgical procedures.

We have raised both these before and in view of your lack of response
feel we must take further ac*on. Both you and the GDC have declined
repeated invita*ons to organise a debate on the former subject. In
response to my ques*on of what had orthodon*cs to loose from a debate,
Nigel has argued that "It is not so much a ques*on of what
orthodon*cs has to lose but rather of what would be gained" .

If you feel that you have no need to understand the cause of malocclusion
then I feel that I am ac*ng in the public interest to push you into a
debate. It seems that there is collec*ve hand washing by both your
selves and the GDC, both of you feeling jus*fied in claiming that this
is not your problem. I am aware that my behaviour in this has been pushy
almost to the point of rudeness for which I can only hope you can forgive
me in the name of science.

Both my Father and I were a lifle dismayed by the response by David Tidy
at the end of last year to my email. I do not think that he intended to
send this response, however it is quite informa*ve.

In this David men*oned that "We'll take more no*ce when he [John Mew]
spends *me doing some decent research instead of arguing". You must
know how difficult it is to perform "decent" research in general
prac*ce, especially for a system that is relies of the coopera*on of 8
year olds. Surely it should only be for him to prove a likely probability
ader which "it should be for universi*es funded by the public to
inves*gate for the public good, if only to prove Orthotropics wrong"
(Black swan BDJ 2009). Your accusa*on is more galling ader the BOS have
declined my Fathers request to either have a full debate with him
(despite repeated afempts- and please don't bring up the public
hanging in Manchester- which was a farce) or to enter a project of
comparing excellent results. It is very unlikely, either sta*s*cally or
with common sense, that one small prac*ce with less than 30 referrals
per year can consistently produce the very best facial changes in the
country where nearly a million people are treated a year, that is of
scien*fic merit and if proven would deserve further inves*ga*on. But
if you refuse to par*cipate then you can hardly cri*cise his level of
research. And furthermore, in the words of Tom Lessl "Science, in other
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research. And furthermore, in the words of Tom Lessl "Science, in other
words, is argument and debate" 2005. Thus to avoid argument is to avoid
science, and "studied silence" can never be a scien*fic response. It
is the response of a bankrupt philosophy.

It is interes*ng that you bring the subject of my Father being expelled
from the BOS. You men*on that this is for misconduct. The mafer was in
regard to the advert with which he had placed in the Parents News. This
was clearly an afempt to blow the whistle and it called for an
independent enquiry, as all other avenues, including through your selves,
had been exhausted.

I know of nothing in this adver*sement that is factually incorrect. In
any independent organisa*on my father would have been asked to explain
himself, and any errors in the adver*sement would have been iden*fied,
but unfortunately his guilt was assumed and an apology was demanded on
threat of expulsion. When ac*ng as inves*gator, prosecutor, jury and
sentencing judge, a level of accountability and even-handedness is
required, all of which was sorely lacking. Furthermore we saw the demand
for an apology (and indeed your hearing) as somewhat premature as the
case will not reach the GDC un*l 16th and 17th of March this year in a
hearing that if independent and fair should find that we have no case to
answer. I would like this opportunity to invite you to send a
representa*ve to the hearing and possibly be prepared to reinstate my
Father with an obvious apology should he indeed be cleared of the
charges.

David also men*ons that "He has "close rela*onships with many leading
figures across the profession" so he doesn't need our help",
interes*ngly he has always considered yourself to be one of those close
rela*onships. It would appear that this is not reciprocated which has
been a great shame, for he speaks highly of you. If someone who would let
me die without consen*ng to hear my life's work out in full, I would
ques*ons the rela*onship.  If is interes*ng and unfortunate that such
issues of scien*fic debate unleash such polarisa*on in some people.

Against the need to hear my Fathers ideas you quote that the aims of the
BOS which is to;
   � promote the study and prac*ce of orthodon*cs
   � maintain and improve professional standards in orthodon*cs
   � encourage research and educa*on in orthodon*cs

And then con*nue to say "Nowhere does this say we have a
responsibility to facilitate a playorm for anyone's ideas". I guess
that it was a lifle naive of me to think that you would want to listen
to someone else's ideas for the sake of scien*fic interest. As I
men*oned in the previous lefer I very much doubt that any of you
understand the Orthotropic concept to the point where you could give
construc*ve cri*cism, and thus you don't really understand it. In a
rather flat earth perspec*ve you simply dismiss it as it does not fit
with your concept and it challenges your core principles. And it does not
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with your concept and it challenges your core principles. And it does not
align the teeth very well, but then this is the whole point that we have
been trying to get across, straight teeth are not its primary aim and you
need to see why not to understand the concept.

However if you read or interpret your aims (cons*tu*on) you would have
to agree that you are commifed to furthering the understanding
malocclusion. That you do not understand the cause, pathology or cure of
malocclusion is a great shame and must reflect the fact that Orthodon*c
research is of notoriously poor quality, lifle could be considered
"decent".  Very fortunately there are adequate well researched papers
published in respectable peer reviewed journals to warrant a review of
the cause of malocclusion. These papers have been generally over looked.
And if you know so lifle about malocclusion then you should start with
looking at the cause, the ae*ology.

I should not have to remind you that you are also a charity and to quote
the Chari*es Commission's general guidance on public benefit, "all
chari*es' aims to be, demonstrably, for the public benefit". As such
it could be assumed that it would be in the public interest to enter a
debate on the cause of the problem that you are trea*ng, especially if
you don't know.

I do not claim that Orthotropics as we prac*ce it can provide all the
answers or is an ideal solu*on. We feel and have always felt that it is
only through construc*ve scien*fic cri*que that it can develop. Had
Orthotropics received university focus and research this might already be
the case but unfortunately it has not. Scien*fic interchange, be that
debate or argument, is the op*on that you must now take. Blocking this
is trying to stop science, and the more that you try to hold down the lid
on this issue, the more the pressure is rising and eventually it will
explode. You cannot stop the truth.

Are you going to assist us in our objec*ves or not? It upsets me to have
to push so hard but otherwise nothing will happen.

Mike

From: john mew [mailto:john.mew@virgin.net]
Sent: 10 December 2009 20:24
To: 'Mike Mew'
Subject: FW: Next step?

mailto:john.mew@virgin.net
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This was accidentally sent to me.

__________________________________________________

From: David Tidy [mailto:dc*dy@gmail.com]
Sent: 03 December 2009 16:25
To: Nigel Harradine
Cc: Joffe Les; Murray Alison; sadaPhan86@hotmail.com; AliMurray@aol.com;
ann.wright@bos.org.uk; d.e.j.b@b*nternet.com; helen@bools.plus.com;
helennewbrook@b*nternet.com; pearsonkj@aol.com; pjmcc@talktalk.net;
S.Cunningham@eastman.ucl.ac.uk; sadaPhan86@hotmail.co.uk;
tracyposner@posi*vecomm.com; john mew
Subject: Re: Next step?

Nigel

To quote: The Bri*sh Orthodon*c Society is a charity which aims to
   � promote the study and prac*ce of orthodon*cs
   � maintain and improve professional standards in orthodon*cs
   � encourage research and educa*on in orthodon*cs

Nowhere does this say we have a responsibility to facilitate a playorm
for anyone's ideas, let alone those of a member expelled for misconduct.
How we pursue our aims is en*rely our decision.  If he wants a debate on
his ideas, it is up to him to find the par*cipants and stage it himself.
He has "close rela*onships with many leading figures across the
profession" so he doesn't need our help.

We'll take more no*ce when he spends *me doing some decent research
instead of arguing.  Meanwhile a studied silence on our part would seem
the best response.

Incidentally I no*ce there was a nicely understated riposte to him in
the latest BDJ.

David

2009/12/3 Mike Mew <mikemew@gmail.com>

Dear Execu*ves and trustees of the BOS
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Where are we with all this and how we might move forward? I am concerned
that the profession will come into disrepute if it is seen to be ac*vely
avoiding or suppressing the discussion on Orthotropics or the ae*ology
of malocclusion

The leaders of all professions have a duty to the public to give a valid
assessment of any new ideas and concepts, especially when they come from
someone who is undeniably well published, has a large interna*onal
following and has close rela*onships with many leading figures across
the profession. And even some of you would consider a friend.

Many of you have had discussions with my father on a range of topics: you
must therefore have an opinion on whether he gave well supported
arguments or was knowledgeable. However, he has never actually been
allowed to give a full account of his ideas to the orthodon*c community,
and at his age does not have much *me led in which to do so. Therefore
, unless you are convinced that you understand his ideas sufficiently in
order to be able to dismiss their merit en*rely and unless you are
convinced that the profession has nothing whatsoever to gain from him and
his ideas, you should be doing all you can to expedite and accelerate the
path towards full discussion, rather than seeking to frustrate or
suppress it with the risk that the opportunity to accurately review one
of the profession's greatest lateral thinkers be lost en*rely.

In a science that is far from exact and where there are such large gaps
in the understanding of malocclusion it would take great arrogance and
even greater folly to dismiss new ideas, especially when you have a duty
to the public to give a valid assessment of their merit. I am concerned
though that the leaders of this profession lack a sufficient level of
understand of my father's ideas in order to be in a posi*on to give
construc*ve cri*cism or make a valid assessment of their merit, which
makes the argument for a broader and more inclusive debate all the more
compelling. Many of you do not see the stark separa*on between
Orthotropics and func*onal therapy.

Following our previous conversa*on (23rd June) I am wai*ng on a
response from you with regard to sending a mass email to find an opponent
for a debate on the ae*ology of malocclusion. I am now appealing to you
on a formal basis as leaders of the profession to find me an opponent for
a debate that is long overdue. While I would welcome your par*cipa*on
in the debate I do understand that you do not have a responsibility to
par*cipate personally in it, but you do have a responsibility as a
professional organisa*on to facilitate it � whatever you ideological
beliefs. So could you possibly send a mass email out for me, in which I
could set out the basis for the debate and seek an opponent?

My Father is 81 now, please give me some considera*on in my urgency and
excess my frustra*on with the lack of progress.

Mike
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